
THE MOST NATURAL DIGITAL PIANO  
FOR THE MOST DEMANDING MUSICIANS.



 SPECIFICATIONS

88 weighted keys
Poliphony: 128 notes.
USB to device
32 Voices:  Classic Grand, Upright Piano, Rock Piano, Honky Tonk, Real Mark, El. Piano 1, 2, 3, 4, Fm 1, Fm 2, 

Clavi, Wurli, Vintage, Mks, Stage, Suitcase, String Ensemble 1, 2, 3, 4, Pad 1, 2, 3, 4, Vibraphon,  
Jazz Bass, Finger 1, 2, Funk. Grand Piano&Strings, Grand Piano&Pad.

Play modes: Preset Voice, 2nd Voice (Dual), Split. 
Master Volume
2nd Voice Volume
Dynamic: Soft, Medium, Normal, Hard.
Effects: Reverb, Chorus, 15 Multi effect Insert selection.
Octave: + / - 12
Transposer: + / - 12
Midi: In, Out, Thru.
Sustain Pedal
2nd Voice Volume Pedal
Out: Left (Mono) - Right. 
Headphone
Power supply: DC 9v - 1A.
Dimensions: (W x D x H) 1250 x 308 x 115 mm.
Weight: 13 Kg.   

* All specifications and appearances are subject to change without notice. 

GP1 CLASSIC GRAND
Trying to reproduce an acoustic Grand Piano is always an hard task, we know. But the KETRON GP1 Classic Grand 
represents a new very signifiant step on this challenge with some unique features. First of all the GP1 Stereo Piano 
sound is obtained with an extremely accurate sampling note by note of an acclaimed concert Grand Piano. 
A very sophisticated approach with 11 microphones, real multilayer stacking and a new 88 weighted keyboard 
allowed us to reproduce the natural, emotional timbre and touch of each single key, from the lowest to the 
highest notes, without the compromises normally associated to any digital piano of this category. The result is 
great, giving at your fingertips the real sensation of playing a concert piano. 
In addition a top selection of Vintage electric pianos and a professional multieffect has been added, together 
with a superb stereo String ensemble, modern pads and basses for a creative double and split combinations.
The light weight and the affordable price makes even more attractive the instrument. 
Any professional player who’s asking for sound quality as first matter, will find for sure on the KETRON GP1 the right 
choice, both for home entertainment, studio recording or live performances. 
KETRON GP1 Classic Grand: the most natural digital piano for the most demanding musicians. 

KETRON s.r.l. via Taliercio, 7 - 60020 - Ancona - Italy_ph. +39 071 285 771_ketron@ketron.it - www.ketron.it
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